
the ascent

The Ascent is our full-day insight program for any school, organization, or community group 
seeking to increase collaboration, communication and creativity among team members.  
Our programs promote positive impact in students’ lives via leadership skills, character 
development, an ethic of service, and transference of learning to school and community.

9am Welcome, Mindfulness & Icebreaker Activities
Your group meets the instructors at our site or your for an exciting day. We’ll introduce the program, 
focus with a mindfulness activity, and visualize the day.

The Ascent Full-Day Program for 5-56 participants*

10am

3pm

Noon Lunch & Refuel: Attitude and Altitude
Remember looking forward to lunch because recess was right after? It’s kinda like that. We’ll take the
groups onto the next engaging activity after refueling and a few additional safety pointers.

1pm The Adventure Continues
As a group, we’ll ascend the next activity whether it’s on or off the ground. Fully secure, with professional
instructors guiding your every step, you have the opportunity to work as a team to conquer the challenge. 
The afternoon adventure will depend on your choice of morning activity.

*For group pricing and more information about this program, visit us at www.outwardboundomaha.org or call 402.614.6360 

Team Development Challenge
As a group, we’ll tour the course, techniques, safety procedures, equipment and the “Challenge by 
Choice” Theory so everyone can do the level of activity they are comfortable with down low or up 
high. Students get a series of challenges, each building on the other and increasing in complexity. By 
introducing challenges in a unique mental and physical environment, teams collaborate in an entirely 
different way.

CHOOSE ONE

Team Development Course High Ropes Challenge Course Indoor Rock Climbing / Rapelling

Campcraft Skills Lake Canoeing Frontcountry Orienteering

Reflect & Transfer
This is an opportunity to discuss the connections of the activities to your group’s mission and goals. 
By reflecting on the challenges in a unique mental and physical environment, teams collaborate in an 
entirely different way. Throughout the day we have focused on learning new skills, applying mindful 
communication strategies to challenges, and now we want to know how you plan to use it in your 
everyday life!

4pm Depart


